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INTERVIEW WITH GÓMEZ + GONZÁLEZ

At the start of the residency,
your work within the site was delayed due
to additional city requirements that PGKA was
obliged to provide in order to ensure your
safety as well as that of the city employees.
Waiting to begin your intervention in the
cells, you spent extensive time in libraries
and special collections, delving deeper into
the prison’s complex history.1 In light of this,
what were the main challenges of this project?
First, bureaucratic issues
pushed back the start of the project in situ
more than two months, forcing us to work
against the clock once inside without the
option of correcting our outcomes.
Once inside the prison, we faced other
problems: the paint used on the walls and the
extreme humidity of the site. The lead-based
paint on the walls at Holmesburg was extremely
hard and resistant to being removed from the
wall, which required our use of surfactants
to penetrate and soften the paint, making it
This seems ironic given that in many parts
of the building the paint has been peeling

work equally well for the various surfaces:
what worked for one wall failed on another.
We did not have time to employ a chemist to
understand the results in each case; instead,
we had to take chances, knowing that each
be repeated if it did not work.
Did this project change the way you
think about your practice? If so, how?
For each project, we work under

with so much of the information on its walls
types of unexpected information that we were
able to incorporate. We began yet another
type of salvaging not centered exclusively on
architecture but on other elements that reveal
the site’s history. For example, we unearthed
other voices, like the writings of the guards
in their log books. We documented more
systematically the site through photography
and video via a surveillance camera and sound
recordings.
Were there paradoxes you encountered
regarding the condition of the site and the
architecture of incarceration?
Since being decommissioned in 1995,
Comparing the photographs of the cells in
the book In Prison Air with what we found
only six years.2
to identify the cells that we had previously
seen in the book because the walls had lost
more than seventy percent of the drawings and
other graphic information that they had when
the prison closed. Time, humidity, and the
general abandonment of the site have produced
this rapid deterioration.
Did you learn anything unexpected about
the prison by interviewing former guards?
We learned that the guards were as
much under surveillance as were the inmates,
as the log books they kept made clear. Besides
registering what happened in each cellblock,
the hourly reports written by the guards were
also used by their superiors to control them:
to check if they had done their jobs properly,
especially if there was a complaint from one
of the prisoners.
This is your third experience working
in prisons, or was this purely coincidental?
No, this was not an accident; for us, an
abandoned prison contains valuable information
in Valencia. In the two subsequent cases,
we were invited to perform interventions,
once through the Fundació Miró in Mallorca,
and the latest through PGKA. Our interest in
prisons has grown exponentially each time,
as we learn more about the penitentiary

the people we encounter and their respective
enriched by this experience, becoming more
Depth
of Surface, we encountered a decrepit building

artworks. This project brought us closer to
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the origins of the panoptic system, which was
the model used in the two prisons where we
worked previously, and allowed us to establish
continuity between the three projects.
You produced a sound piece inspired by
the Holmesburg guards’ log books. Can you
explain why you resorted to voice for this
particular piece?
The voice repeating over and over the
same phrase as he reads, is analogous to a
state of boredom; the phrases that the guards
wrote to document what happened in the prison
express the slow and monotonous passage of
time that they endured. This orated version
silent voices of the prisoners captured by
making prints of the writings on the walls.
This also reminded us of the fraught method
for teaching children by forcing them to
repeat a phrase ad nauseum; this is more

minutes, the phrase “all appears to be normal”
could convince someone that this was indeed
the case.
In the past, the inmates at Holmesburg
were involved in dermatological experiments.
way in the works you did for this project?
For us, the connection between human
skin and architecture is as critical as it
is obvious, and we have explored it in the
past. Moreover, the walls inside a prison
where an inmate expresses himself are like a
second skin that envelops and protects him,
separating him from the exterior but also
imprisoning him. When nothing remains of a
place and its walls are the sole element left
to tell a story, our job is to reclaim and
reveal those histories.
We are not interested in denouncing the
experiments performed with the inmates—this
has already been well documented—but we
cannot avoid it completely either insofar as
this is part of the history of the prison
and the city.3 Our work resonates with these
events naturally because we engage with
layers of history as found in the diseased
walls that have lost their skin, as they
are crumbling from the extreme humidity, and
are unhealthy due to their lead content and
other environmental issues. What has happened
to Holmesburg’s walls echoes what happened
to the skin of the inmates who participated
in medical experiments that had grave health
consequences for their health.
Our sound piece All Appears to be Normal,

2011, relates to this theme. Here, the phrase
“all appears to be normal” is read aloud over
and over, making one wonder “what is normal
in a prison?” Was it normal to experiment on
the skin of the prisoners?
Print was always a system of reproduction;
with your monoprint technique what does the
medium become?
Print never interested us in terms
of reproduction. For us the term “print” is
more conceptual than procedural; in terms of
material and technique, strappo is related
to the restoration of murals. Technical
experimentation has allowed us to expand the
concept of printmaking, resulting in a type
of work that has a value as an archive of
memory that supersedes its formal artistic
values. Even while studying traditional
printmaking, we never made editions or series,
preferring to work directly on the matrix,
introducing variations during the printing
process. Since we obtain only one image each
time, our process is a monotype. After ten
years of collaborating, we see what we do
as an extension of our early experimental
practice. Peeling away a wall allows us to
make a unique, large-format print realized
without a press, ink or paper. We treat the
wall as a matrix just as a copper plate in
calcography (or wood in xilography, or stone
in lithography) is engraved with a series of
signs that are indexical marks to be printed.
In this case, the passage of time has rendered
these signs on the wall providing historical,
social and sentimental information, which
is on the verge of being lost forever. We
are interested in capturing these magical
of places that are disappearing by recording
them on soft surfaces like fabric or paper.
In changing the support, from wall to fabric,
our results physically archive places.

1 These institutions include: The Library Company; the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia City
Archives; Urban Archives, Samuel Paley Library, Temple
University; Athenaeum of Philadelphia; Free Library of
Philadelphia, Print and Picture Collection; Philadelphia
Historical Commission at Philadelphia City Hall; and the
Anne and Jerome Fisher Fine Arts Library at the University
of Pennsylvania.
2 Thomas Roma, In Prison Air: the Cells of Holmesburg
Prison (New York: PowerHouse Books, 2005).
3. See Allen M. Hornblum, Acres of Skin: Human Experiments
at Holmesburg Prison (New York: Routledge, 1998) and Allen
M. Hornblum, Sentenced to Science (University Park, PA:
Penn State U Press, 2007).
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PRINTING THE PAST:
GÓMEZ + GONZÁLEZ’ MONOPRINTS
Patricia S. Robertson
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